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The Crusades: A History is the definitive account of a key topic in medieval and
religious history. Jonathan Riley-Smith, a world authority on the subject, explores the
organisation of a crusade, the experience of crusading and the crusaders themselves,
producing a textbook that is as accessible as it is comprehensive. This exciting new
third edition includes: - Substantial new material on crusade theory, historiography and
translated texts - An expanded scope that extends the text to cover the decline of
crusading in the nineteenth century - Valuable pedagogical features, such as a revised
bibliography, maps, illustrations and a brand new chronology This book is essential
reading for all students and scholars seeking to understand the Crusades and their
significance in world history.
The story of the Crusades is told as never before in an engrossing, comprehensive
history that ranges from the preaching of the First Crusade in 1095 to the legacy of the
crusading ideals and imagery that continues today.
The Crusades: A History is a comprehensive, single-volume history of the Crusades,
from their beginnings in the eleventh century through to their decline and eventual
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ending at the close of the eighteenth century. As well as providing an account of the
major Crusades, the book describes the organization of a Crusade, the experience of
crusading and the Crusaders themselves. In a new preface and afterword, Jonathan
Riley-Smith surveys recent developments in the field and examines responses to the
Crusades in different periods, from the Romantics to the Islamic world today. The book
concludes with a challenge to a historiographical tradition that has often been fraught
with controversy. In a fully revised second edition, this remains the standard and
authoritative account of the fascinating history of the Crusades.
In the late fall of 1095 Pope Urban II gave a speech in Clermont, France and set all of
Europe into motion. As many as a hundred and fifty thousand people eventually
responded to the call, leaving everything they knew behind to undertake what appeared
to be a fool's mission: marching several thousand miles into enemy territory to
reconquer Jerusalem for Christendom. Against all odds they succeeded, creating a
Christian outpost in the heart of the Islamic world that lasted for the better part of two
centuries. Perhaps no other period in history is as misunderstood as the Crusades, and
in this fast-paced account Brownworth presents the entire story, from the first clash of
Christendom and Islam in the dusty sands of Yarmouk, to the fall of the last crusader
state. Along the way he introduces the reader to an exotic world peopled by mighty
emperors, doomed Templars, grasping generals, and ambitious peasants. Some of the
most famous names of the Middle Ages - Richard the Lionheart, Saladin, Eleanor of
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Aquitaine, and the legendary Prester John - illuminate this era of splendor, adventure,
and faith.
The second volume of Steven Runciman's classic, hugely influential trilogy on the
history of the Crusades 'There was magic about. Saladin himself was troubled by
terrible dreams...' Steven Runciman's unrivalled history of the Crusades is a classic of
learning and vivid, compelling storytelling, which brilliantly brings to life the
personalities, battles, massacres, triumphs and follies of these epochal events. In this
second volume of his trilogy Runciman tells the story of the foundation of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem, the disastrous, bloody Second Crusade and the inexorable rise of the
crusaders' nemesis, Saladin. 'The pre-eminent historian of the Byzantine Empire and of
the Crusades ... a surefooted guide who could render the past visible and familiar' Daily
Telegraph 'He tells his story plain ... always pleasurable to read' Gore Vidal
An in-depth study of the Crusades provides a comprehensive history of the medieval wars over
control of the Holy Land and the resultant clash and mingling of East and West
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS Level
History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first teaching from 2015, this
print Student Book provides full coverage of The Age of the Crusades, c1071-1204 Breadth
component. Completely matched to the new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book
provides valuable background information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting
students in developing their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and historical themes.
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Crusading fervour gripped Europe for over 200 years, creating one of the most extraordinary,
vivid episodes in world history. Whether the Crusades are regarded as the most romantic of
Christian expeditions, or the last of the barbarian invasions, they have fascinated generations
ever since. Were the Crusaders motivated by spiritual rewards, or by greed? Were they an
experiment in European colonialism, or a manifestation of religious love? How were they
organized and founded? Christopher Tyerman picks his way through the many debates to
present a clear and lively discussion of the Crusades; bringing together issues of colonialism,
cultural exchange, economic exploitation, and the relationship between past and present.
In this first volume of three, Runciman recounts the capture of Jerusalm by Christian knights.
The Crusades were a series of military campaigns undertaken by Western European countries
between the 11th and 16th century. Originally called by the Pope of the Catholic Church, the
stated first goal was to take up the cross and restore Christian control over the Holy Land
(namely Jerusalem). In total Western Europe engaged in over 10 crusades, though not all were
for this original purpose. At first the Crusades were fought to assist the Byzantine Empire, who
requested European help in fighting off the expansion of the Muslim Turks. In time, though, the
term crusade was used to describe wars against pagans, heretics, and those threatened with
excommunication from the Church. Interesting, one set of Crusades actually led to an alliance
between Christians and Muslims, and another was called against fellow Catholics. Jonathan
Howard looks into the history of the crusades in this short eBook.

A comprehensive, collaborative account of the political, religious, military, and social
causes, events, organizers and leaders, achievements, and consequences of the
Christian Crusades and concurrent enterprises, through the fifteenth century
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How have the crusades contributed to Islamist rage and terrorism today? Were the
crusades the Christian equivalent of modern jihad? In this sweeping yet crisp history,
Thomas F. Madden offers a brilliant and compelling narrative of the crusades and their
contemporary relevance. Placing all the major crusades within their medieval social,
economic, religious, and intellectual environments, Madden explores the uniquely
medieval world that led untold thousands to leave their homes, family, and friends to
march in Christ's name to distant lands. From Palestine and Europe's farthest reaches,
each crusade is recounted in clear, concise narrative. The author gives special
attention as well to the crusades' effects on the Islamic world and the Christian
Byzantine East.
Sir Steven Runciman's three volume A History of the Crusades, one of the great
classics of English historical writing, is now being reissued. This volume describes the
Frankish states of Outremer from the accession of King Baldwin I to the re-conquest of
Jerusalem by Saladin. As Runciman says in his preface, 'The politics of the Moslem
world in the early twelfth-century defy straightforward analysis, but they must be
understood if we are to understand the establishment of the Crusader states and the
later causes of the recovery of Islam ... The main theme in this volume is warfare ... I
have followed the example of the old chroniclers, who knew their business; for war was
the background to life in Outremer and the hazards of the battlefield often decided its
destiny.'
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A comprehensive history of the crusades ranges from the eleventh century to modern
times and includes commentary on the art and architecture associated with the
crusades and insights into the history of the knightly orders
The Crusades: A History is a comprehensive, single-volume history of the Crusades,
from their beginnings in the eleventh century through to their decline and eventual
ending at the close of the eighteenth century. As well as providing an account of the
major Crusades, the book describes the organization of a Crusade, the experience of
crusading and the Crusaders themselves.
The third volume of Steven Runciman's classic, hugely influential trilogy on the history
of the Crusades 'The whole tale is one of faith and folly, courage and greed, hope and
disillusion' Steven Runciman's triumphant three-volume A History of the Crusades
remains an unsurpassed account of the events that changed the world and continue to
resonate today. This final volume of the trilogy begins with the glamorous Third
Crusade and ends with the ruinous collapse of the crusader states and the
degeneration of their ideals, which reached its nadir in the tragic destruction of
Byzantium. 'When historical events are written about with this sort of command, they
take on not only the universality of a fairy tale but also a certain moral weight.
Runciman writes both seductively and instructively about the dignity and beauty of
different religious beliefs and about the difficulties of their co-existence' Independent
Analyzes the Crusades from European and Arabic viewpoints
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The six volumes of A History of the Crusades will stand as the definitive history of the
Crusades, spanning five centuries, encompassing Jewish, Moslem, and Christian
perspectives, and containing a wealth of information and analysis of the history, politics,
economics, and culture of the medieval world.
This work contains information and analysis of the history, politics, economics, and
culture of the medieval world. The six volumes stand as a history of the Crusades,
spanning five centuries, encompassing Jewish, Muslim, and Christian perspectives.
Overview: 'God wills it!' With that cry of medieval knights a new era in European history
began. Across Europe a wave of pious enthusiasm led many thousands to leave their
homes, family, and friends to march to a distant land in a great struggle for Christ. Yet
the crusades were more than simply a holy war. They represent a synthesis of attitudes
and values that were uniquely medieval-so medieval, in fact, that the crusading
movement is rarely understood today. This book places the crusades within the
medieval social, economic, religious, and intellectual environments that gave birth to
the movement and nurtured it for centuries. The events of the crusades to Palestine
and Europe's periphery are narrated in a clear, concise, and compelling manner.
Special attention is also given to the crusades' effects on the Islamic world and the
Christian Byzantine East. Also included is a historiographical overview of the subject as
well as an up-to-date select biography.
The first volume of Steven Runciman's classic, hugely influential trilogy on the history of
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the Crusades 'On a February day in the year AD 638 the Caliph Omar entered
Jerusalem, riding upon a white camel' An enthralling work of grand historical narrative,
Steven Runciman's A History of the Crusades overturned the traditional view of the
Crusades as a romantic Christian adventure, and instead shifted the focus of the story
to the East. With verve and drama, volume one of Runciman's trilogy tells the story of
the First Crusade - from its unlikely beginnings in pilgrimage to the horrors of the siege
of Jerusalem and the carving out of new territory on the edge of the eastern
Mediterranean. 'Without question one of the major feats of contemporary historical
writing' The New York Times 'The historian whose magisterial works transformed our
understanding of Byzantium, the medieval church and the crusades' Guardian
Draws on varied source material to offer insight into the Crusades and its complexities,
tracing the experiences of leading figures while discussing such specific events as the
origins of Saladin's jihad and the trial of the Knights Templar.
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